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January 23: Birthday Captain Chesley Sullenberger

Use the clues on the next page to find the Mystery Year.

Mystery Year
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How to Use Math History-Mystery Puzzles
Warm-up Activities for Middle School

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
Provided with each puzzle are extensive Teacher Notes with sample, step-by-step  
solutions and scaffolding strategies that include valuable teacher information.
➤ Step-by-Step Solutions are designed so even beginning teachers will 

be well-equipped to help all students. Alternative solution strategies are 
detailed to illustrate various paths to the solution.

➤ Math Notes provide additional mathematical background for the teacher. 
This includes various pedagogical insights that include an analysis of 
related common student misconceptions with intervention suggestions. 

➤ Extensions allow advanced students to take the content to the next level.
➤ Multicultural Notes bring to light the contributions from various cultures  

related to the discovery/development of the content of the puzzle.
➤ Historical Notes provide further context for the theme of the puzzle.  

Often these notes delve into social justice issues related to the theme of the 
puzzle. Included are links to video clips and uplifting quotes.

To download a FREE, more extensive document describing how to use the puzzles,  
go to: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/7037642

OVERVIEW 
These puzzles connect mathematics to other disciplines, inspirational individuals, historical & 
current events, social justice issues, and pop culture — to reflect the diverse nature of our society. 
Each puzzle has brief information and questions about a specific day in history.

 Mystery Year Each puzzle begins with the critical reading of a passage of historical 
information about a particular person or event in a Mystery Year. Students use math 
clues to determine the year when the event occurred. Each clue produces a digit of 
the Mystery Year, and the final clue provides a check on the other clues.

 Bellringers The puzzles are ideal for warm-ups, sponge activities, skills-review/test 
prep, enrichment/challenge activities, mini-lessons –– and even as activities for use 
with math clubs.

 Test Prep The math content of the warm-ups is based on a daily mixed review of 
skills. By revisiting a variety of important skills on a daily basis, students are likely to 
keep those skills sharp for the high-stakes tests that they will be taking later in the 
year. And the real-world contexts keep students engaged.

 Common Core State Standards The skills/concepts addressed in the puzzles 
are drawn from the Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Content and 
Mathematical Practice from Grades 5–8. Overall, the skills increase in difficulty as the 
year progresses. It should be noted that many high-school teachers are using the 
puzzles with success to provide students with important skills review in context.

CCSS
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Teacher Notes and Sample Solution Strategies for January 23 
 
January 23: Birthday of Captain Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger III  

CCSS: 7.NS.1.d, 7.NS.2.c, 6.EE.2.c, 6.EE.9, MP6 (Attend to Precision), 8.EE.2, 
7.RP.2.c, 7.G.1. 

Mystery Year: 1951 

1. –7oC is converted to degrees Fahrenheit by using the formula below. 
F = (1.8 ´ C) + 32 
F = (1.8 ´ [–7]) + 32 Replace C with –7. 
F = –12.6 + 32 Multiply: 1.8 ´ [–7] = –12.6 
F = 19.4 Add. 

So, –7oC = 19.4oF. The tens digit of 19.4 is 1, so the ones digit of the Mystery  
Year is 1. 

Resource Notes 
o For visual models to illustrate the operations with integers, see the Teacher Notes 

for the January 15 Math History-Mystery Puzzle on the birthday of Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. 

o For more information on temperature (including strategies for estimating 
conversions between Celsius and Fahrenheit readings), see the Teacher Notes for 
the December 23 Math History-Mystery Puzzle on the Metric Conversion Act. 

Extension: Have students solve this problem, using the following formula:  

C = (F – 32), where C is degrees Celsius; F is degrees Fahrenheit 

The water temperature when Captain Sullenberger landed the plane on the 
Hudson River was 41oF. What was the water temperature in degrees Celsius to 
the nearest degree? 
Solution:  

C  = (41 – 32) Replace F with 41 in the formula. 

C =  (9)  Subtract. 

C = 5  Divide out by the common factor 9. 

So, 41oF = 5oC. 

2. To solve the clue, students apply the formula distance = rate ´ time (d = r ´ t). They 
are given the rate, 511 mi/h, and the distance, 1,277.5 miles. They need to substitute 
the given values into the formula, and solve for the missing term, time: 

d  = r ´ t 
1,277.5 = 511 ´ t  Replace d with 1,277.5 miles, and r with 511 mi/h. 

 =   Divide each side of the equation by 511 to isolate the  

variable t. 
2.5 = t   Divide.  

So, the amount of time, t, that the plane flew was 2.5 hours. The digit in the tenths 
place in 2.5 is 5, so the tens digit of the Mystery Year is 5. 

5
9

5
9
5
9

1,277.5
511

511 ×  t
511PREVIE
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Math Note: To solve this clue, students need to attend to precision so that they don’t 
automatically multiply when using the formula d = r ´ t. 
Extension: Have students research the history of Olympic records for events in track, 
field, and swimming. Have them use the formula, d = r ´ t, to compare and contrast 
the average speeds of athletes over time, across events, and even by gender. Have 
them ask and explore the answer to questions such as these:  

How much faster is the fastest sprinter now than 50 years ago? How much faster 
is the fastest sprinter than the fastest long-distance runner? How do swimmers, 
runners and cyclists compare in speed? 

® For a fascinating YouTube video (2:44) that demonstrates how beautifully 
mathematical results can be visualized and presented, watch Jamaican sprinter 
Usain Bolt (London 2012 Olympic 100-meter Gold Medalist) running against 
every other Olympic 100-meter medalist in history (since 1896) based on the 
average speeds of the various runners: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nR0IACH5enA&feature=youtu.be 

3. To find the view, v, in miles from horizon to horizon at an altitude of 28,900 feet, 
students need to replace a with 28,900 in the formula below, and then evaluate: 

v = 1.23 ´  

v = 1.23 ´  Replace a with 28,900. 

v = 1.23 ´ 170 Find the square root of 28,900.  
v = 209.1 Multiply. 

So, the view from an altitude of 28,900 feet is 209.1 miles. The digit in the ones place 
is 9, so the hundreds digit of the Mystery Year is 9. 

Math Notes: To learn more about the formula used in this clue, read “Visual Line of 
Sight Calculations dependent on Earth's Curvature,” available at 
https://www.davidsenesac.com/Information/line_of_sight.html. 
You may also be interested in the following article, “How Far Can You See from a 
Plane?: Top Reasons Affecting the Distance You Can See From an Airplane!”: 
https://www.highskyflying.com/how-far-can-you-see-from-a-plane/ 

4. Scale is the ratio of a dimension in a model to the actual dimension. In order to 
compare the length of the model plane to the length of the actual plane, the units of 
the lengths need to be the same. Because the actual plane is measured in meters, the 
length of the scale model, 26.1 centimeters, should be converted to meters. Students 
should recall that there are 100 centimeters in 1 meter: 

26.1 cm = 0.261 m, because we divide by 100 when converting from cm to m. 
Now solve the proportion below, where x is the length of the actual plane in meters: 

 Think: “1 is to 144, as 0.261 meter is to x meters.” 

x = 144 • 0.261 Cross multiply. 
x = 37.584 Perform the multiplication. 

The length of the actual Airbus A320 is 37.584 meters. The sum of the digits in the 
ones, tenths, and thousandths places is 7 + 5 + 4, or 16. The digits of the Mystery 
Year found so far are __ 9 5 1. The sum of those digits is 15, so the hundreds digit 
must be 1. Thus, 1951 checks as the Mystery Year. (Watch for students who do not 
attend to precision and find the sum of the digits in the ones, tenths, and hundredths 
places.) 

a
28,900

1
144

 = 0.261
xPREVIE
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Math Note: To support students who struggle with setting up a proportion, have them 
first set up a proportion using words. Then have them substitute the values: 

 

 

Joke: Reporter: Miss Monroe, are you a model? 
 Marilyn Monroe: No; I’m full scale. 

Historical Notes: The “Miracle on the Hudson” took place on January 15, 2009 — just  
8 days before Captain Sullenberger’s 57th birthday. After losing power in both engines, 
and unable to reach any airport for an emergency landing, Sullenberger and his co-pilot, 
Jeffrey Skiles, glided the plane onto the Hudson River off Midtown Manhattan. A 
National Transportation Safety Board member called it “the most successful ditching in 
aviation history.”  
The cabin crewmembers were Donna Dent, Doreen Welsh, and Sheila Dai. On January 
22, 2009, the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators awarded the pilots and flight 
attendants the rarely bestowed Master's Medal of the Guild of Air Pilots and Air 
Navigators in recognition of their “heroic and unique aviation achievement.” There were 
also more than 1,200 first responders. On July 28, 2009, some of the passengers 
organized a thank-you luncheon for the emergency responders. 
Captain Sullenberger retired on March 3, 2010 — after 30 years with US Airways and its 
predecessor, Pacific Southwest Airlines. He had over 40 years of flight experience. 

For the lessons learned, expressed by Captain Sullenberger, read “Miracle on the Hudson: 
11 years later, Captain Sully shares 11 lessons learned”:  
https://www.wcnc.com/article/life/miracle-on-the-hudson-11-years-later-captain-sully-shares-11-lessons-
learned/275-8eb3a4a0-5795-40f3-b778-4e348955a7b4 

For a detailed accounting of what  happened that day, check out “US Airways 1549 and 
the Miracle on the Hudson” at https://paxview.wordpress.com/2016/09/15/us-airways-1549-and-the-
miracle-on-the-hudson/ 

Watch the official trailer (2:03) for the 2016 movie Sully, starring Tom Hanks: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjKEXxO2KNE&feature=youtu.be 

For a fun song and video memorializing Flight 1549, by Garisson Keillor: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2H6SVMAJCq0&feature=youtu.be 

After his retirement from flying, Sullenberger wrote two books: 
o Highest Duty: My Search for What Really Matters, co-authored by Jeffrey Zaslow 

(2009). The book is a memoir of his life and of the events surrounding Flight 1549.  
o Making a Difference: Stories of Vision and courage from America’s Leaders (2012).  

“Pilots learn to use human skills to communicate information and make decisions collectively, 
which creates a shared sense of responsibility among the team for better outcomes.” 

“My wife Lorrie actually looked in the dictionary to see what the definition was of heroism 
because it had been used so much. She found at least one definition is someone who chooses to 
put themselves at risk to save another.” (Note: At first Sullenberger was not comfortable being 
hailed as a hero. He saw himself as a man doing his job. But he has since accepted being a hero.) 

—Captain Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger III (1951–) 

ratio of 1
to 144

 = 
length of model plane
length of actual plane

1
144

 = 0.261
x
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